The Voice of the Shuttle is Ours
Patricia Klindienst

Aristotle, in the Poetics (16.4), records a striking phrase from a play by
Sophocles, since lost, on the theme of Tereus and Philomela. As you know,
Tereus, having raped Philomela, cut out her tongue to prevent discovery. But she
weaves a telltale account of her violation into a tapestry (or robe) which
Sophocles calls "the voice of the shuttle." If metaphors as well as plots or myths
could be archetypal, I would nominate Sophocles' voice of the shuttle for that
distinction.
--Geoffrey Hartman
Why do you [trouble] me, Pandion's daughter,
swallow out of heaven?
--Sappho
I do not want them to turn
my little girl into a swallow.
She would fly far
away into the sky
and never fly again to my straw bed,
or she would nest in the eaves
where I could not comb her hair.
I do not want them to turn
my little girl into a swallow.
--Gabriela Mistral, "Miedo" (Fear)
In returning to the ancient myths and opening them from within to the woman's body, the
woman's mind, and the woman's voice, contemporary women have felt like thieves of
language staging a raid on the treasured icons of a tradition that has required woman's
silence for centuries.1 When Geoffrey Hartman asks of Sophocles' metaphor "the voice of
the shuttle": "What gives these words the power to speak to us even without the play?” he
celebrates Language and not the violated woman's emergence from silence. He celebrates
Literature and the male poet's trope, not the woman's elevation of her safe, feminine,

domestic craft--weaving--into art as a new means of resistance.2 The feminist receiving
the story of Philomela via Sophocles' metaphor, preserved for us by Aristotle, asks the
same question but arrives at a different answer. She begins further back, with Sappho, for
whom Philomela, transformed into a wordless swallow, is the sign of what threatens the
woman's voiced existence in culture.
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